MISSING PERSON

GINGER GOVER

Pierce County Sheriff’s detectives need your help to locate Ginger Gover, who has been missing under suspicious circumstances since July of 2018.

On Sunday July 29, 2018, Ginger Gover drove from her home in Olympia to visit friends in downtown Tacoma and then in Eatonville. At 10:20 a.m. Gover called her friend in Eatonville to say that she was on her way from Tacoma but had to stop and fix a flat tire. Another friend reportedly met Gover at the Chevron at 112th and Canyon Rd. and helped her change her tire; the friend said that Gover drove away heading to Eatonville. She never arrived and has not been seen or heard from since.

On August 6, Gover’s dark green 2000 Honda Civic was found abandoned in a warehouse complex on Valley Ave. NW in Puyallup. The vehicle had been completely stripped and likely dumped off a trailer in the early morning hours of August 4.

Ginger Lynn Gover is a 41 year old white female, 5’7” tall, 135 lbs., with brown hair and hazel eyes. Gover acts as a caregiver for her father and it is highly unusual for her to not contact him or her friends.